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Background &
History
Bizlink Centre was set up in 1986 by then Ministry of Community Development
and Singapore Council of Social Service. On 21 January 1995, Bizlink Centre was
officially registered as an independent entity and managed by a Board of
Directors. 

On 10 February 1998, Bizlink Centre officially started operations at its present
Chai Chee Lane premises.

Affiliation
Bizlink Centre is supported by the Ministry of Social and Family Development,
National Council of Social Service, SG Enable, Community Chest and Tote
Board for our approved programmes.

Bizlink Centre is supported by the Community Silver Trust (CST), administered
by the Agency for Integrated Care, for approved CST programmes.

Bizlink Centre is a full member of the National Council of Social Services.
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Vision
To be at the forefront in the provision of employment support to enhance the
quality of life of persons with disabilities and the disadvantaged and empower
them to lead fulfilling lives.

Mission
To empower persons with disabilities and the disadvantaged in achieving
independence, dignity and inclusion into the society through training and
employment.
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Charity
Information
Non-profit with Institution of Public Character registration
Charity Registration No: 1097
Charity Registration Date: 16 May 1995
Date of Establishment: 21 January 1995
Constitution: Company Limited by Guarantee
UEN No.: 199500566R
IPC Registration No.: IPC000265
Secretary: Mr Yap Yong Sheng, Mr Ng Chee Hao
Bankers: United Overseas Bank

Address &
Contact
Main Office
Blk 512 Chai Chee Lane #01-09
Bedok Industrial Estate Singapore 469028
Tel: 6449 5652 | Fax: 64495694
Website: www.bizlink.org.sg

Day Activity Centre
Blk 82 Circuit Rd #01-04
Singapore 370082

Bizlink Cafe
Institute of Mental Health
10 Buangkok View
Singapore 539747

http://www.bizlink.org.sg/
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Board of
Directors

Name of Board Director Key Directorships & Appointments
Attendance at 
Board Meeting

Dr Victor Fan Tai Weng
(from 15 November 2015)

Senior Consultant Oral & Maxillofacial Head and
Neck Surgeon, Gleneagles Hospital Medical Centre
Board Director, Bizlink Centre

4 out of  4

Mdm Yap Kiat Choo @
Christine Sim

(from 23 September 2014
to 31 May 2023)

CEO, The Entre Club Pte Ltd
Board Director, Bizlink Centre 3 out of 4

Mr Chua Choy Soon
(from 22 September 2018)

Managing Director, Cedar Investment Management
Pte Ltd
Board Director, Bizlink Centre

4 out of 4

Mr Tan Hee Teik
(from 1 September 2020)

Vice President, INEOS Acetyls Asia
Board Director, Bizlink Centre

3 out of 4

Key Management
Ms Ang Li May (from 16 July 2020)

Mr Joseph Lee

Chief Executive Officer

Head, Social Enterprises & Services, IT

Ms Jacqueline DeCosta Head, Client Support & Placement Programmes

Ms Rachel Ong Head, Creative, e Commerce & Marketing

Mr Lam Kheng Chong Head, Community Engagement & Corporate Communications

Mr Tim Yeo Head, Finance, HR & Admin
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Chairman's
Message

It is not too long ago that the pandemic had caused much disruption to
Singapore. Bizlink Centre had nevertheless continued with its mission of
enabling Singaporeans with disability through our various work therapy, train
and place programmes and social enterprises providing job opportunities for
our beneficiaries with roles suitable for them. 

Through our collaboration with the North East Community Development Council
in The Heart Bakers @ North East programme, we have supported lower
income stay-home mothers and aspiring home bakers in their training and
employment. The efforts had been recognised and Bizlink Centre had been
presented with the People’s Association Community Spirit (PACS) Award 2023
– Merit Award. 

We are also proud to have been awarded the Enabling Mark Award (Platinum),
the highest accolade for a charity, joining seven employers who have also
received accreditation for their best practices and outcomes in disability-
inclusive employment. 
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Our long-time trainer Mr Palanisamy Avaday had been given the Goh Chok Tong
Enable Award (Achievement) which recognises persons with disabilities who
have made significant achievements in their own fields and served as an
inspiration to others.  

Despite all these awards, the challenge we face is to remain relevant and
continue to evolve ourselves in the broader picture of the charity sector. To this
end, we have firstly rejuvenated the board with 50% of new directors providing
novel ideas and professional input to the charity. We are now in the midst of
rebranding the charity to provide a comprehensive and effective service by
creating more societal awareness of the charity and expand its roles in the
broader scope of enabling persons with disabilities. The up-and-coming
Logistics & e-Commerce Fulfilment Training Centre in the West would develop
Bizlink Centre as a facilitator to integrate training with placement of jobs in the
western sector of Singapore. 

Bizlink Centre will continue to broaden and deepen our support to the
disadvantaged community through our train and place programmes. We will
continue to build our capabilities in placement and job coaching support and
provide our beneficiaries with the opportunity to enter supported employment.
Our social enterprises will continue to develop new products and services for
us to stay relevant to the market requirements. 

It is an exciting time for the charity as we enter the new phase of post pandemic
development with expansion of economic activities. We hope to have the
continued support of our existing partners to provide funding towards an
inclusive workforce which Singapore will be proud of. 
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CEO's
Message

Bizlink Centre continues to broaden and deepen our support to the
disadvantaged community through our Train-and-Place programmes. We have
expanded our Train-and-Place programmes to include employability preparation
skills such as resume writing and interview handling, as well as graphic design
and e-commerce marketing. With these new programmes, we offer a total of
four Train-and-Place programmes ranging from employability skills to vocational
skills for jobs in Food & Beverage, Contact Centre, Administration and Creative.
This expanded progression pathways for our beneficiaries who are with our day
activity centre, work therapy programme and social enterprises, and provided
opportunities for our beneficiaries to be right sited into a job role that is suitable
for them. 

We also leveraged Temasek Trust-CDC funding to provide training in
community living skills, social skills and second skills to our beneficiaries. We
will continue to support our beneficiaries in the progression of their
competencies and ability.
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Our social enterprises continue to innovate on new products and services. This
is critical so that our partners continue to support us with projects and through
these projects to ensure relevant and current training of our beneficiaries. Our
cleaning services have aligned to the requirements under the Progressive wage
model and provided new services to support our service buyers’
implementation of the environmental sanitation regime. Our logistics and
fulfilment have pivoted to projects in e-commerce fulfilment. We have upgraded
our point of sales system and digital ordering system at our F&B social
enterprise to be better equipped at training our beneficiaries for employment in
the F&B sector.

On the corporate governance front, we completed the Cybersecurity
consultancy and vulnerability testing, as well as cybersecurity awareness
training for our staff. We have also incorporated briefings on the Personal Data
Protection Act (PDPA) and Cybersecurity awareness in our new staff induction.
We have developed a Volunteer Management framework that focuses on
purposeful engagement of volunteers and our beneficiaries. With increasing
engagement opportunities with corporate volunteers and the public, we have
increased the momentum of CSR activities with corporate partners, as well as
planned our Flag Day after 3 years hiatus. This offered an opportunity for our
clients to interact with the public and create awareness for social inclusion for
Persons with Disability.

We thank our partners for your continued support towards our cause and look
forward to strengthening our partnership towards an inclusive workforce. 



Our Programmes

Cover designed by Esther Soon (Trainee, Train & Place Graphic Design and e-Commerce Marketing)
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Day Activity
Centre

Block 82 Circuit Road, #01-04

Bizlink Day Activity Centre is dedicated to providing comprehensive services to
persons with disabilities aged 18 years and above.  Our centre focuses on
delivering care, engagement and safety, allowing caregivers the peace of mind
to pursue their work and personal interests while ensuring their loved ones are
well looked after.  We prioritize the development of social skills, motor skills,
cognitive abilities, and behavioural functioning in our clients, catering to their
diverse needs.

Increasing Demand and Inclusive Approach 
At Bizlink Day Activity Centre, we welcome individuals with multiple disabilities,
including Physical Disability, Sensory Disability, Intellectual Disability, Autism
Spectrum Disorder, Down Syndrome, and Attention-deficit/hyperactivity
disorder (ADHD).  We recognize the increasing prevalence of comorbidity with
mental health issues, such as depression and anxiety, among persons with
disabilities.  Embracing the concept of inclusivity, we strive to create a space
that values and supports the participation of individuals with diverse abilities.
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Beneficiaries at the Day Activity Centre being instructed on how to prepare and cook food.

Comprehensive Programs and Activities
Our centre offers a wide range of activities tailored to the unique interests and
requirements of individuals with disabilities. Through Independent Living Skills
programs, clients develop essential life skills such as cooking, personal
hygiene, communication, and money management. Recreational activities,
including sports, games, arts and crafts, and dance/movement, promote social
interaction, physical fitness, and creative expression. Collaboration with
Occupational Therapy services and the Institute of Mental Health (IMH) further
supports the holistic development and well-being of our clients.

Beneficiaries at the Day Activity Centre learning yoga together.
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Partnerships and Enriching Experiences
Bizlink Day Activity Centre actively collaborates with partners to provide
enriching experiences for our clients. In 2022, our collaboration with Drum
Prodigy integrated yoga with drumming, allowing clients to express themselves
through yoga movements and drumming techniques.  Our partnership with Faith
Music Centre enabled selected clients to participate in Chingay 2023, offering
them a platform to explore their vocal abilities and experience the benefits of
singing.  Additionally, our collaboration with Singapore Fashion Runway
empowered our clients to learn skills in accessory-making, develop their fine
motor skills and foster their personal growth and independence.

 Beneficiaries involved in learning how to make accessories.
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Community Integration and Advocacy
We recognize the importance of community integration and promoting disability
awareness and inclusivity.  Year 1 students from Singapore Management
University (SMU) volunteered with us, organizing engaging activities on a weekly
basis.  Such engagements not only benefit our clients in terms of social
interaction and communication skills but also contribute to raising awareness in
the broader community

Supporting Our Dedicated Staff
Regular trainings and development opportunities keep our staff updated on
best practices, techniques, and interventions.  We foster a supportive work
environment, encouraging open communication, teamwork, and collaboration
among staff members.

Bizlink Day Activity Centre continues to serve as an invaluable resource,
benefiting our clients by providing care, engagement, and support.  We offer a
safe and inclusive space where persons with disabilities can participate in
activities that enhance their overall well-being and improve their quality of life.
Through our commitment to comprehensive programmes, partnerships, and a
supportive work environment, we strive to create a positive impact in the lives
of our clients and contribute to a more inclusive society.
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Work Therapy
Programme

Block 512 Chai Chee Lane, Mapletree Industrial Estate, #01-09

The Work Therapy Programme (WTP) provides holistic vocational training and
support for clients who demonstrate potential in entering sheltered
employment but is not job ready.  In FY2022, Bizlink trained a total of 32 clients
through the Work Therapy Programme.

The programme seeks to provide clients with vocational skills, community living
skills, social skills and exposure to learn new skills.  Clients explored their
interest in the arts through workshops organised by ART:DIS, and attended 8
sessions of the Foundation class of fine arts where they learnt painting
techniques and strokes. 
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We also worked with Seeteey Pte Ltd to teach community living skills including
basic culinary skills to our clients, where they learnt food safety, ingredients
preparation and cooking skills. At the end of 8 sessions, our clients were able
to skilfully slice up the ingredients and prepare simple meals, including pasta,
ondeh ondeh and many local favourite food for their family and themselves. 

Beneficiaries learning how to prepare dishes.
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Block 512 Chai Chee Lane, Mapletree Industrial Estate, #01-09

The Sheltered Workshop programme
provides vocational training and employment
for persons with disabilities.  Bizlink’s
Sheltered Workshop has a mixed workforce
with clients from a wide range of disabilities.

Comprising clients of a multitude of abilities
to perform various tasks, the sheltered
workshop provides a viable option for
companies to outsource their work
processes or purchase services from us.
Customers can opt to outsource product
packing and fulfillment, data entry, document
scanning and data annotation or purchase
products and services from our creative, food
and beverage and cleaning services divisions. 

Sheltered Workshop
Programme

In the Sheltered Workshop, we customized our training programme to include
vocational skills, soft skills, community living skills and work-hardening skills
based on our clients’ needs. This year, we focused on providing opportunities
for skills upgrading and second skilling to ensure that our clients stay relevant
and gain new skills. Our clients took up training courses including basic cooking,
fine art design, data annotation, and e-commerce marketing.
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Ivan Ng
28 year old

Ivan Ng has autism spectrum disorder.
He graduated from Metta in 2014 and
was referred to Bizlink’s Data
Management Centre for vocational skills
training through MINDS Hi-Job in July
2022. When he first entered the Work
Therapy programme, he required a lot
of prompting and support to perform his
daily tasks.

He was easily distracted by noise which often led him to lose focus and
make data entry mistakes. With constant reminder and setting concrete task-
related goals, he was able to manage his tasks more effectively. 

Ivan can now independently perform tasks. He is currently being trained to do
scanning and digitisation work and has transited from using mocked-up
training materials to doing live projects. He plans to attend a course on
webpage designing and webflow and to create a website to host the videos
that he creates. 



Social Enterprises

Cover designed by Rena Priya D/O Navanithan (Trainee, Train & Place Graphic Design and e-Commerce Marketing)
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Block 512 Chai Chee Lane, Mapletree Industrial Estate, #01-08

Logistics and
Fulfilment

The Logistics and Fulfilment workshop went through a renovation to upgrade
the work environment for our clients and the workshop layout was re-organised
to cater to different client abilities. To enhance productivity and safety, the
workshop is equipped with new air condition and ventilation systems with the air
filtration units strategically placed to keep the air clean and reduce dust.

A training room was set up to cater to clients with sensory challenges so that
they can work in a quieter environment.  We also equipped the training room
with computer workstations and software for training of basic ICT skills. 

Storage is a key aspect of the renovated workshop. There are dedicated
storage areas for raw materials, finished projects, and supplies. The storage
areas are labelled and arranged in a logical manner, making it easy to locate
items and maintain workplace safety. 

Overall, the newly renovated workshop combines functionality and practicality
to provide a conducive environment for clients to be trained in. 

Renovated unit. Beneficiaries working in the new renovated unit.
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The Logistics and Fulfilment Division also pivoted to manage e-commerce
fulfilment projects which required us to develop a good understanding of the e-
commerce ordering and fulfilment workflow. 

Bizlink Centre’s Logistics and Fulfilment Division supported 89 clients in
FY2022.
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Block 512 Chai Chee Lane, Mapletree Industrial Estate, #01-10

Data Management
Centre

The Data Management Centre worked with industry partners on new initiatives
and the use of new technologies to train our clients. We explored varied
projects in data annotation for our clients and provided structured training in
data annotation to our trainers and clients. 

Our clients were also involved in software and hardware testing of technologies
catered towards persons with disabilities. Moving towards a more inclusive
digital environment, we continue to explore projects and learning opportunities
for our clients in the digital space.

Recognizing that some of clients were ready for supported employment, our
trainers trained and upskilled our clients and pivoted towards supporting them
for open placement opportunities.  One of our clients supported is Ong Kai
Xuan, who joined Bizlink Centre’s Data Management Centre in 2021 as Data
Entry Operator. An artist by heart, he was encouraged to explore his passion
and became one of Bizlink Centre’s in-house artists whilst enhancing his skills in
data entry and document processing.

Group photo of clients and trainers, including profiled client, Ong Kai Xuan on the far right.
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Generally shy and quiet; Kai Xuan needed a higher level of support in areas
such as exercising flexibility in routine, interpersonal communication, social
interaction and social skills. With constant encouragement and support, he
became more independent and was able to adjust and adapt to changes in
structure and routine. 

Kai Xuan was placed with Subway (Jurong Point) in March 2023. Equipped with a
good work attitude, he was able to adapt to the role and manage the tasks
assigned to him.
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Block 512 Chai Chee Lane, Mapletree Industrial Estate, #01-11

Bizlink Creative
Bizlink Creative: E-commerce, Marketing, and Design
The Bizlink Centre Creative Division specialises in gifts sourcing and production,
design, packing, and fulfilment, ensuring that our customers receive an all-in-
one package to meet their needs. Our division also plays a significant role in
empowering our talented clients by equipping them with vocational skills such
as painting, sewing, hamper arrangement and designing cards and gifts.

Hampers 
In addition to our regular hamper orders, our clients have honed their skills in
arranging festive hampers, including those for Mother's Day, Deepavali, Hari
Raya, and more. These hampers not only serve as thoughtful gifts but also
provide meaningful work opportunities for our clients.

FiMother’s Day Hamper 
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Wellness Packs 
This year, we have seen an increased demand for wellness packs, especially
those featuring our signature Batik products and F&B cookies. We have
carefully curated wellness packs that cater to the needs and preferences of
our corporate partners, providing them with a unique opportunity to show
appreciation to their employees. Through these collaborations, Bizlink Centre's
clients were also able to learn project coordination skills as they learnt how to
coordinate deliveries to customers.

 Wellness Packs 
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Gifts and Design 
Our handcrafted gifts are now available for retail sale at the Bizlink Café @ IMH.
These items, including coasters, tissue pouches, stationary pouches, and
chopstick holders, are made from cotton dyed with exclusive Batik designs.
They serve as small, thoughtful gifts for any occasion, reflecting Singapore's
pride in local artistry. Apart from Batik items, we also sell greeting cards,
designed by Bizlink’s clients.

Batik Tissue pouch & chopstick holder 
 

Batik coasters
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New Service and Product Lines:
Our Creative Division remains dedicated to introducing new service and product
lines that promote environmental sustainability. This year, we partnered with
SMU to develop recycled denim jean pouches, hand-sewn by our clients. This
initiative not only upcycles denim materials but also provides a platform for
individuals to showcase their craftsmanship and contribute to sustainable
practices.

Recycled denim pencil pouch for SMU

Another notable collaboration has been with Devotion Boutique and Lee Ann
Textile to raise awareness on removal of plastic bags.  This is so that
awareness can be raised on using re-useable tote bags instead of opting for
plastic bags as an option. Our clients have crafted bags specifically designed
as gifts for the salon. Devotion Boutique carefully chose fabrics, including
cotton twill, to complement their style and radiate positive vibes.  Through
these collaborations, we showcase the talent and creativity of our clients while
fostering partnerships with like-minded businesses.

Colorful shopping bag in collaboration with
Lee Ann Textiles & Devotion Boutique
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Bizlink Shoppes @ AMD
In collaboration with AMD, we have launched new products exclusively for AMD
staff. This initiative provides a wider range of functional items for purchase and
offers our clients an opportunity to learn retail skills. Our clients actively
participate in running the shop at AMD during operating hours, gaining valuable
experience, and building their skill sets.

Our clients' dedication and creativity are reflected in every project we
undertake. We continue to showcase our products on various platforms,
including the Bizlink Centre Gift Shop (gift.org.sg), as well as e-commerce
platforms like Shopee and Lazada.

We are grateful for the ongoing support from our partners and customers, who
play a vital role in creating sustainable employment opportunities for persons
with disabilities. 

EDM for AMD Shop
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Bizlink Cafe, Institute of Mental Health, 10 Buangkok View

Food & Beverages
The Bizlink Centre Food & Beverages Division provides vocational training and
employment opportunities in the F&B sector.  Our division comprises the Bizlink
Centre Café and a cloud kitchen located at the Institute of Mental Health (IMH).

Menu Offerings
Both Halal-certified and compliant with NEA standards, we present a diverse
selection of 18 bento sets that cater to a wide range of taste preferences. Our
menu features Asian favourites, as well as delectable Western-style cuisines.
We strive to ensure that our offerings are well-rounded and appeal to a broad
customer base.

One of the bento sets offered by Bizlink
Centre Food & Beverages Division
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Hand-Made Cookies: 
In addition to our bento sets, we have curated a delightful range of hand-made
cookies that have garnered popularity among our retail customers and
corporate partners. Our offerings include seasonal flavours, such as the
beloved pineapple tarts, as well as perennial favourites like the indulgent
Chocolate Chip, crispy Cornflake Cookies, and premium range of Macadamia
Cookies.
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F&B Digital Train-and-Place
Programme

With the rising prominence of cloud
kitchen and online food ordering
platforms, we have implemented the
F&B Digital Train-and-Place
programme (DTP). This programme
equips our clients with the
necessary skills as kitchen crew and
to proficiently manage online food
ordering platforms and efficiently
fulfill customer orders. Successful
completion of the programme
expands employment opportunities
with potential F&B employers.
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Client Training and Success
In the fiscal year 2022, the Food & Beverage Division successfully trained 38
beneficiaries, empowering them with essential skills for the F&B sector. 

We express our heartfelt gratitude to all our partners and stakeholders,
including Institute of Mental Health, Royal T Group Pte Ltd (brand owners of
LiHO, Nene Chicken, etc), Han’s (F&B) Pte Ltd, and The Social Kitchen, for their
unwavering support in our mission to enhance the employability of our clients. 
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Cleaning
The Bizlink Centre Cleaning Services Division
takes pride in our dedicated workforce of 54
trained and qualified cleaners who continually
undergo training to provide good services. Thus
far, we trained 24 of our cleaners in the use of
specialised cleaning equipment. Our cleaners also
ensured that requirements of our customers were
met, especially when requirement for sanitation
and disinfection was in focus during the COVID
period. 

A notable achievement in FY2022 was the
successful training of all our cleaning services
team to adhere to the Enhanced Sanitation
Regime (ESR) requirements. This reinforced our
commitment to the health and safety of our
cleaners and customers. About 60% of our
customers require our support in compliance to
ESR in specified premises with vulnerable
occupants and high footfall. Our Cleaning
Services Division proactively supports our
customers in their ESR compliance and adhered
to stringent environmental sanitation standards,
including routine cleaning, increased disinfection
frequencies and six-monthly thorough periodic
cleaning. 
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The success story of Zainal Bin Arif stands as a testament to the positive 
impact of our commitment. Zainal joined us in 2007 with an intellectual 
disability. When the Progressive Wage Model (PWM) was first introduced in 
2012, Zainal faced challenges meeting the productivity and wage requirements.

However, through dedication and participation in various training programs he 
was able to increase his productivity and achieve the PWM wages.

Over the past year, he further participated in automation training such as the 
use of rotary scrubber for carpet cleaning and was able to earn even higher 
wage. This reflects our dedication to rewarding skill development and providing 
improved earning potential to our cleaning team.  
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CareConnect

Bizlink Centre organised 8 sessions of caregiver support group for parents and
caregivers of adults with autism spectrum disorder (ASD). The focus of this
support group was to offer parents and caregivers a safe place to meet their
socio-emotional needs by sharing their experiences, receive informed
knowledge, and at the same time be acquainted with other parents and
caregivers of adults with ASD. This group aimed to provide the support,
education, growth, socialisation and self-help that the participants may require
in providing care for their adult children with ASD.

The caregivers participated in fun activities like floral arrangement, pottery
class, collage making with their child and self-care session. We worked with
partners to share more information on care planning, mental capacity act and
deputyship to allow our caregivers to make informed decision for their child and
themselves. 

The sessions were well received by our caregivers as they received resources
and support on caregiving and gained valuable peer support from fellow
caregivers.



Community
Engagement 
& Partnerships

Cover designed by Alden Lee (Trainee, Train & Place Graphic Design and e-Commerce Marketing)
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Community Engagement
& Partnerships
We constantly explore ways to champion our vision and mission and to create
awareness for inclusion of persons with disability in the society.

Bizlink Flag Day 2022
As the organisation start to venture out again to connect with the community in
the most impactful way, Bizlink Centre became the first social service agency
to start up a Physical Flag Day in July 2022, with safety precautions in-place. 

Volunteers, clients and colleagues who took part in the Flag Day were
reminded to put on their masks to protect themselves and the public. We also
stood by ART kits on-hand, with colleagues and volunteers checking in on each
other’s safety and health throughout the day.

Besides the physical collection, Bizlink Centre also maintain the online
campaign. The hybrid event enabled us to raise more than $28,000, which went
into supporting our clients in their transportation subsidies, meal allowances
and skills training. Beyond raising funds, our clients also enjoyed the opportunity
for social interaction through this event.
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Bizlink Charity Golf 2022
Our Charity Golf event “Golf-for-Good” was held in October 2022, as a
fundraising event to raise funds for our clients in Work Therapy and training, as
well as to reach out to our current and new corporate partners to get to know
more about Bizlink and our cause. The event was held at the Orchid Country
Club, and we managed to engage more than 30 corporations and individuals in
golfing for a good cause. Collectively, we managed to raise more than
$250,000.
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Bizlink Charity Concert 2023

We partnered with Livehouse.sg to bring in RING, a Taiwanese rising singer-
songwriter who had won the Best Theme Song of the 57th Golden Bell Awards
in 2022, to do our first physical Charity Concert “Live-to-Give” in February 2023.
The event aimed to raise funds and awareness for our clients in their skills
training, connecting with music lovers through Ring’s reach.

This event was graced by Mr Eric Chua, Senior Parliamentary Secretary for
Ministry of Culture, Community and Youth & Ministry of Social and Family
Development.
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Community Events
The relaxation of safety management measures allows us to start our various
community engagement events again. We organised a total of 41 community
events, with current and new community and corporate partners to engage our
clients in various activities such as a Sentosa outing with NIE teachers. We also
have students from Holy Innocents High School joining us for a Learning
Journey.
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Enabling Mark (Platinum) Award 2023

Goh Chok Tong Enable Award (Achievement) 
Bizlink Centre Trainer Mr Palanisamy Avaday (Awardee Nominated by
Bizlink Centre)

People’s Association Community Spirit (PACS) Award 2023 – Merit Award

Silver Ribbon Mental Health Award by Silver Ribbon Singapore 2022

Awards
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Bizlink Charitable Grant

Distribution based on unique client count

Through the disbursement of Bizlink’s Charitable Grant, our clients were
assisted with transportation subsidies, job trial allowance, meal funds and other
expenses to supplement their daily needs. In FY2022, we have 303 recipients
of the charitable grant (based on unique client count).

With donations raised, funding from the Temasek Trust CDC Lifelong Learning
Enabling Fund and WeCare Arts Fund@CDC, we continue to equip our clients
with second skills.  Our clients get the opportunity to not only train in vocational
skills related to the roles they are engaged in at our social enterprises, but also
in skills relating to their interests in designing, craft-making, art and music. Our
clients at the Day Activity Centre and Sheltered Workshop Programme also
gained exposure to areas such as visual arts, performing arts, and craft-making.
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Conflict of Interest &
Disclosure Policy
Board members are required to make an annual declaration of personal interest
in corporations or organisations where he/she is a director, partner, office
bearer or significant shareholder. If he/she does not have any such interest,
he/she should nonetheless still make the declaration, indicating a 'Nil' entry in
both sections of the form.

Management
Management staff are required to make an annual declaration on personal
interest in corporations or organisations where he/she is a director, partner,
office bearer or significant shareholder. If he/she does not have any such
interest, he/she should nonetheless still make the declaration, indicating a "Nil"
entry in both sections of the form.

Interested Parties
Transactions
Board members and staff who have direct personal interest in business
transactions or contracts that Bizlink Centre is entering into shall declare their
interest out-front and abstain from decision making with regards to the
transaction or contract. Such transactions with interested parties may be
undertaken only if the interested parties are excluded from the approval of such
transactions.
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Reserves Policy

Salary Band

Below $100,000

FY2022
Annual

Remuneration

No. of Staff 

0

FY2021

1

$100,001 to $200,000 3 2
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Code of Governance
CODE OF GOVERNANCE EVALUATION CHECKLIST

FOR THE YEAR ENDED 31 MARCH 2022

S/No. Code Guideline Code
ID

Response Explanation
(if Code

guideline is
not

complied
with)

BOARD GOVERNANCE

 Are there governing board members
holding staff  appointments? (skip items 2
and 3 if “No”)

1
Induction and orientation are provided to
incoming governing board members
upon joining the Board.

1.1.2

4

The Treasurer of the charity (or any
person holding an equivalent position in
the charity, e.g. Finance Committee
Chairman or a governing board member
responsible for overseeing the finances
of the charity) can only serve a maximum
of 4 consecutive years.
     
If the charity has not appointed any
governing board member to oversee its
finances, it will be presumed that the
Chairman oversees the finances of the
charity.

1.1.7

2
Staff does not chair the Board and does
not comprise more than one third of the
Board.

1.1.3

3

There are written job descriptions for the
staff’s executive functions and operational
duties, which are distinct from the staff’s
Board role.

1.1.5

No

Complied

Complied

N/A

N/A
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6
The Board conducts self evaluation to
assess its performance and
effectiveness once during its term or
every 3 years, whichever is shorter.

1.1.12 Complied

 The charity discloses in its annual report
the reasons for retaining the governing
board member who has served for more
than 10 consecutive years.

Is there any governing board member who
has served for more than 10 consecutive
years? (skip item 7 if “No”)

8
There are documented terms of reference
for the Board and each of its committees. 1.2.1

No

7 1.1.13

Complied

N/A

9

There are documented procedures for
governing board members and staff to
declare actual or potential conflicts of
interest to the Board at the earliest
opportunity.

2.1 Complied

CONFLICT OF INTEREST

10
Governing board members do not vote or
participate in decision making on matters
where they have a conflict of interest.

2.4 Complied

11

The Board periodically reviews and
approves the strategic plan for the charity
to ensure that the charity’s activities are in
line with the charity’s objectives.

3.2.2 Complied

STRATEGIC PLANNING

5
All governing board members must submit
themselves for re-nomination and re-
appointment, at least once every 3 years.

1.1.8 Complied
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12 The Board approves documented
human resource policies for staff. 5.1 Complied

HUMAN RESOURCE AND VOLUNTEER  MANAGEMENT
2

13

There is a documented Code of
Conduct for governing board members,
staff and volunteers (where applicable)
which is approved by the Board.

5.3 Complied

14 There are processes for regular
supervision, appraisal and professional
development of staff.

5.5 Complied

Are there volunteers serving in the
charity? (skip item 15 if “No”) Yes

15 There are volunteer management
policies in place for volunteers. 5.7 Complied

16

There is a documented policy to seek the
Board’s approval for any loans, donations,
grants or financial assistance provided by
the charity which are not part of the
charity’s core charitable programmes.

6.1.1 Complied

FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT AND INTERNAL CONTROLS

17
The Board ensures that internal controls
for financial matters in key areas are in
place with documented procedures.

6.1.2 Complied

18

The Board ensures that reviews on the
charity’s internal controls, processes, key
programmes and events are regularly
conducted.

6.1.3 Complied

19
The Board ensures that there is a process
to identify, and regularly monitor and
review the charity’s key risks.

6.1.4 Complied
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20
The Board approves an annual budget
for the charity’s plans and regularly
monitors the charity’s expenditure.

6.2.1 Complied

Does the charity invest its reserves (e.g.
in fixed deposits)? (skip item 21 if “No”) Yes

21 The charity has a documented
investment policy approved by the Board. 6.4.3 Complied

Did the charity receive cash donations
(solicited or unsolicited) during the
financial year? (skip item 22 if “No”)

Yes

FUNDRAISING PRACTICES

22
All collections received (solicited or
unsolicited) are properly accounted for
and promptly deposited by the charity.

7.2.2 Complied

Did the charity receive donations in kind
during the financial year? (skip item 23 if
“No”)

Yes

23
All donations in kind received are
properly recorded and accounted for
by the charity.

7.2.3 Complied

The charity discloses in its annual report
—
 (a) the number of Board meetings in the
financial year; and

 (b) the attendance of every governing
board member at those meetings.

DISCLOSURE AND TRANSPARENCY

24 8.2 Complied

Are governing board members
remunerated for their services to the
Board? (skip items 25 and 26 if “No”)

No

No governing board member is involved
in setting his own remuneration.25 2.2 N/A
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The charity discloses the exact
remuneration and benefits received by
each governing board member in its
annual report.
OR
The charity discloses that no governing
board member is remunerated.

26 8.3

28

The charity discloses in its annual report
—
 (a) the total annual remuneration for
each of its 3 highest paid staff who
each has received remuneration
(including remuneration received from
the charity’s subsidiaries) exceeding
$100,000 during the financial year; and

 (b) whether any of the 3 highest paid
staff also serves as a governing board
member of the charity.

 The information relating to the
remuneration of the staff must be
presented in bands of $100,000.
OR
 The charity discloses that none of its
paid staff receives more than $100,000
each in annual remuneration.

8.4 Complied

27
 

No staff is involved in setting his own
remuneration. 2.2 Complied

29

The charity discloses the number of paid
staff who satisfies all of the following
criteria:
 (a) the staff is a close member of the
family belonging to the Executive Head 
 or a governing board member of the
charity;

 (b) the staff has received remuneration
exceeding $50,000 during the financial
year.

 The information relating to the
remuneration of the staff must be
presented in bands of $100,000.
 OR
 The charity discloses that there is no paid
staff, being a close member of the family
belonging to the Executive Head or a
governing board member of the charity,
who has received remuneration
exceeding $50,000 during the financial
year.

8.5 Complied

3 4

N/A
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The charity has a documented
communication policy on the release of
information about the charity and its
activities across all media platforms.

Complied

PUBLIC IMAGE

22 9.2

Notes:

Staff: Paid or unpaid individual who is involved in the day to day operations of the charity, e.g. an
Executive Director or administrative personnel.

Volunteer: A person who willingly serves the charity without expectation of any remuneration.

Close member of the family: A family member belonging to the Executive Head or a governing
board member of a charity —
   (a) who may be expected to influence the Executive Head’s or governing board member’s (as the
case may be) dealings with the charity; or
   (b) who may be influenced by the Executive Head or governing board member (as the case may
be) in the family member’s dealings with the charity.

A close member of the family may include the following:
   (a) the child or spouse of the Executive Head or governing board member;
   (b) the stepchild of the Executive Head or governing board member;
   (c) the dependant of the Executive Head or governing board member.
   (d) the dependant of the Executive Head’s or governing board member’s spouse.

Executive Head: The most senior staff member in charge of the charity’s staff."    

1

2

3

4
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Acknowledgement of
Sponsors, Donors &
Volunteers
Advanced Micro Devices (Singapore) Pte Ltd
Alteryx Singapore Pte Ltd
Apetmart LP
Avon Industries Pte. Ltd.
Bank J Safra Sarasin
Boys' Brigade in Singapore
CAC Logistics Services Pte Ltd
Caring Group Pte Ltd
ComfortDelGro Corporation Limited
DBS Group Design
Dymax Asia Pacific Pte Ltd
Faith Music Centre
JAPFA Ltd
Kaiden Advisory Pte. Ltd.
Kino Biotech Pte Ltd
Lewis Public Relations Pl
Lions Club Of (Spore) Centennial
Livehouse.sg
Luxury Tours And Travel Pte Ltd
Mellford Pte Ltd
Mitsubishi Electric Asia Pte Ltd
Nanyang Polytechnic
National Institute Of Education
Ng Guan Seng Woodworking Industrial Pte Ltd
NTUC Fairprice Foundation Ltd
Poh Tiong Choon Logistics Limited
Redinox Pte Ltd
Rejoice Container Services Pte Ltd

Republic Hotels & Resorts Limited
Royal Plaza on Scotts Singapore
Sengkang Hospital
Sentosa Development Corporation
starrin'SMU
Staff Union Of NTUC-ARU
Takamasa International Singapore Pte Ltd
Tamako Meal Pte Ltd
Tan Chin Tuan Foundation
Transcend Solutions Pte Ltd
True Hearts Singapore
Uk Online Giving Foundation
Waminc Services Pte Ltd
Xysoft Pte Ltd
YCH Group Pte Ltd
Zimmer-Biomet Asia Holdings Pte Ltd
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Sponsors, Donors &
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Aarieen
Ahmad Raghib Yasar Ahmad
Ailsa Goh
Alexe Ng
Alicia Lim Lee Hwee
Ambrose Francis Rodrigues
Amelia Joy-Marie Yeo Ai-Mei
Anand Venkat
Ang Jun Long
Ang Kang Hai
Ang Kim Guan
Ang Li May
Ang Pei-Hui Rebecca
Anil Chowdhary
Arunan
Asnah Ishah
Athirah Binti Ayob
Aw Wee Chong
Azman Bin Mohd Yunos
Brenda Tung
C K Sowmithri
Cai Yunlong
Chan Keat Kee
Chan Kok Wah David
Chan Mei Ling
Chen Xianyi
Cheong Kah Mun
Chin Wen Shann
Chng Kah Lang
Chong Soo Jia Hazel
Chou Wen Yu
Chua Chong Jun
Chua Kee Peow
Chua Siew Lian Florence
Clement Yan Chee Kin
Croos Dabrera Rashindu Hasarel
Deepak Iyer
Devi Sn
Dylan Hu

Elfe Nur
Elina Binte Amiruddin
Esther Lee Yan Pin
Eyann Ng
Farm Jia Jia
Foo May Ling
Foo Pei Xian
George Tang
Goh Chor Boon
Goh Eng Yew
Goh Hock Guan
Goh Kian Thong
Gracelynn Zhu Qiu Linn
Guan Tuck Heng
Hee Teik Tan
Heng Teck Thai
Izriani Binte Mahmood
Jamal Md
Jasmin Liew
Jeffrey Ang
Jerry Khoo
Jessie Png Lay Hoon
Joseph Lee Kok Hong
Joson Jo Andrea Jacinto
Kang Lu-Ming, Trivina
Kaplan Samuel Richard
Koh Wee San Celina
Lai Kwok Peng
Lau Eng Sing Kathy
Law Kum Seng
Lee Chong Kwee
Lee Hui Mien
Lee Hwee Sze
Lee Kai Ling Kathy
Lee Kee Kheng
Lee Kun Jie
Lee Wooi Lung
Leong Fong Yi
Liam Kok Chye
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Acknowledgement of
Sponsors, Donors &
Volunteers
Lim Huey Yee
Lim Jia Ying
Lim Ke Xin Joey
Lim Kiak Seng
Lim Li Yee
Lim Mei Ling
Lim Ser Hui
Lim Teck Chai, Danny
Lim Yong Jia
Lin Yuli Yuli
Loh Wei Ning
Loi Sok Yin
Long Tian Ching
Low Choon Lan
Low Hock Kay
Low Irving Chee Way
Low Kim Gek Low
Lua Lih Fua
Lui Weijian
Ma Jiaying
Mar Arenas Corpuz
Md Ishrat Shahriyar
Mei
Michael Moey Chin Woon
Mohammed Naufal Nur Hakim Bin Mohammed Hafeez
Moi Mei Kuen
Mok Cheong Sing
Mrs Kao Ching Fong Nee Pan
Mugdha Hedaoo
Muzakkir Farhan Bin Mohd Isa
Nadia Bte Ab Rahman
Nenny Aryanti Binte Noorman
Neo Bee Cheow
Neo Khim
Ng Chin Chin
Ng Heok Kwee
Ng Sock Cheng
Ngah Kah Kit
Nicole Fu Ai-Lin

Nicole Wee
Noraidah Binte Mansoor Aida
Nur Azlinawaty Binte Abdul Rahman
Nur Salfiny
Oh Wai Nam Bernard
Ong Mei Lan
Ong Ning Xin Vanessa
Ong Thien Hwee
Ong Wee Leng
Ong Yu Jie
Ow Wai Yee
Patricia Ho See Mei
Peggy Foo
Peh Eng Soon
Phor Yoong Shyang
Phua Yeu Huay
Raghavan
Raghu Gopal Thirumalai
Ravichandran Rani
Raymond Yap
Rena Tetbaahadur
Ronald Vecino Quinones
Rosmawati
Rozita Binti Anwar
Santos Arnie
Sathya
Seah Gek Imm
See Phay Fun
Seema Bahl
Selamat Bin Ajit
Serene Choong Soo Lin
Seri Suliz
Setin Subramanian Dilip Babu
Sheryl Sher
Sim Shimin Diana
Steven Nevets Wong Ming Hing
Sunny Tan Siew Hoon
Tan Chan Tong
Tan Kian Ming
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Volunteers
Tan Kim Lee
Tan Kok Boon
Tan May Leng
Tan Mun Lyn
Tan Phuay Miang
Tan Si Rong
Tan Sin Khoon
Tan Soo Hwee
Tan Tuan Mui Gertrude
Tan Xiu Hui
Tan Zhiwei
Tang Hoong Yip
Tang Soo Yee, Ellis
Tay Boon Khai
Teng Choong Peng
Teng Kie Zin
Teo Gek Choo
Teo Kok Eng
Teo Soon Ann Spencer
Teo Wee Teck
Tim Yeo
Tracy Tan
Uppal Biraj
Vannessa Keowmang
Vincent Anquillano Talaboc
Wagoner
William Loy
Wong Bao Ni
Wong Jun Jie
Wong Suit Kuan
Wong Suit Li
Xie Sihan
Yap Gui Yong
Yap Kheng Wah
Yau Tian Soon
Yazhi Mo
Yeo Guat Yean
Yeo Heong Kiak Davis
Yeo Lian Sheng

Yeow Chern Chieh
Yeow Kian Seng
Yip Ban Kiat
Youyan
Yurulain Binte Jaafar
Zhi Ying Lee
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